DXARTS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AFRODITI PSARRA IS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 2019 BERGSTROM AWARD FOR ART & SCIENCE
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Listening Space is an artistic collaboration between Afrodit Psarra and etextile designer Audrey Briot (FR) that was born during the eTextile Spring Break camp that took place in upstate New York at the beginning of April 2019. Following their previous explorations of ecologies of transmissions and wanting to experiment with Software-Defined Radio (SDR), the artists, setup a DIY satellite tracking station and aimed at intercepting the NOAA weather satellite audiovisual transmissions. During the course of three days, they observed five satellite passes, intercepted successfully three transmissions and decoded the audio signals into images which they later knitted in order to create a textile archive of the transmissions. Conceptually the project seeks to explore transmissions ecologies as raw material for artist exploration, to understand and re-imagine in poetic means, representations of audio and images broadcasted from space, while regarding knitted textiles as a physical medium for memory storage and archiving.
The Bergstrom Award will allow for an artist in residence program for Audrey Briot, as well as for a technologist in residence for Eleftherios Kosmas, founder of Libre Space Foundation and SatNOGS to visit DXARTS in the Spring of 2020 and organize a workshop on open-source space technologies and using SDR for artistic exploration.

More information about the project is available here:
https://dxarts.washington.edu/research/creative-work/listening-space
https://www.dx-softlab.com/blog/2019/5/12/listening-space-by-afroditi-psarra-amp-audrey-briot
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